maintenance data are utilized. Using those data we then tried to investigate the correlations of crew nationality and their rank to the ship maintenance cost by employing neural network programs. Matlab package with Neural Network Toolbox is used for solving problems through programming the artificial neural network.
Neural Network
ANN is one of the successful prototypes of artificial intelligence. ANN is a method to represent artificially of human brain learning, memorizing, predicting and also solving the problem. In general, an artificial neural network is a mathematically constructed to imitate the processes to use in recognizing patterns, learning tasks, and solving problems [4] . Neural networks are qualified in terms of the number and types of neurons which transfer information for next process, and the learning rules to recognize data to the network. A neuron consists of a transfer function to generate single output for all of the input applied to the neuron and each connection has a weight that is applied to the associated input. A particular construction of neurons and their connections is often figured as following neural network architecture. The ability of neural networks to give solution(s) absolutely depends on learning process quality. Whilst the historical data input and output (target) contributes to make experiences and give ideas of solving problems. Therefore learning process quality is mainly contributed by availability of data. A neural network learns how to recognize patterns by adjusting its weights as response of data input to the target. The learning of a neural network can be categorized as supervised or unsupervised learning. In a supervised learning network, a set training input will be associated to a target or output. By calculating the difference between given target and the neural network output resulted, the connection weights in the network are adjusted until minimum error reached. Unsupervised learning network, it identifies clusters of input data that are close to each other based on some mathematical equations of distance. When a neural network properly trained, it will lead to give answers when presented with some new inputs that have never found before.
Backpropagation networks has been widely studied and successfully applied in various problems. Backpropagation was created by generalizing the Widrow-Hoff learning algorithm to multiple layer networks with nonlinear differentiable transfer functions [5] . Inputs and the corresponding targets are used for training a network until the network can close to a function; associating input with given output, or classifying input in a suitable way to an objective defined. Networks usually consist of biases, sigmoid layers, and linear output layer to be capable for approaching any function with a finite number of discontinuities [5] .
Data Collecting and Analysis
Collecting data for a company is a must as a part of institution need. There is no doubt that data have a very important function. The data, after collecting and analyzing, will be very useful to give important information for decision making or for further study. A next challenge is to fully understand and to apply the information for some objectives. In this research, 10 years maintenance and crew data are utilized. Crew nationalities are initialed as namely N1, N2, N3, and N4. Nationalities along with their ranks as officer are initialed as: N1-O, N2-O, N3-O, and N4-O; while for rating are N1-R, N2-R, N3-R, and N4-R.
A hypothesis in this study is that crew nationality and their rank affect the ship maintenance cost. To investigate how far each variable affect the maintenance cost, the input data then are classified as with no qualitative input data and the outputs also are kept the same. All variables are evaluated using maintenance cost as output indicator. Since ships are not the same size, therefore to simplify calculations, each maintenance cost is then converted to a maintenance cost index (MCI). The highest maintenance cost index is 1 which means the highest maintenance cost over the period of study. Whilst, to give index to other than the highest maintenance costs, they are converted by dividing the associated cost by the highest cost.
Neural Network Modelling
Neural networks model used in this research are multilayer feed forward networks with depend on the scheme, various number of inputs, various number of hidden layers, and one trained output using back propagation algorithm. To identify the effect of each variable and combined variables involved, using data collected after classified, the neural network programs are designated for following four schemes.
Scheme 1
In this scheme the only variable affects the maintenance cost is number of crew for each nationality without considering what position the crew are in. The neural network program is trained by using crew nationality as input and maintenance cost index as target.
Scheme 2
To investigate the role of officer and rating given by maintenance cost, the crew rank and nationality are considered in this scheme. The data is clustered by number of crew for each nationality and their rank: officer and ratings. Number of crew for each nationality and their position -officer or rating-are the input of training process and maintenance cost index as the target.
Scheme 3
Shifting one year ahead of the maintenance cost means that this year crew performance would affect to next year period maintenance cost. Thus associated year of the maintenance cost are shifted 1 year forward. For scheme 3, crew nationality is considered to affect the maintenance cost a year after the period of crew employment.
In this scheme, number of crew for each nationality and their rank are reasonable to contribute the maintenance cost. Of those classified data, one year forward is shifted for this scheme.
We tried to find the best fit networks for each scheme Figure 3 shows the effect of each nationality to maintenance cost.
By considering only nationality, figure 3 . shows that number of crew for N1 and N3 are linearly correlated to the maintenance cost. On the other side, N2 and N4
are mostly fluctuated to the maintenance cost. Table 4 shows the maintenance cost index is affected by previous period year of crew employment. The best composition consist of 10 of N2, 2 of N3 and 8 of N4
and result about 15.72% of the maximum maintenance cost over period of study. Table 4 The best 10 crew compositions regarding the maintenance cost index for scheme 3 Table 5 The best 10 crew compositions regarding the maintenance cost index for scheme 4 
